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Fertilizer Supplies Still Short of Demand in Utah
By D. W . THORNE and H. B. PETERSON
SUPPLY OUTLOO K FOR 1948

RE and more fertilizer is be'
coming available for sale in Utah.
The situation does not greatly improve,
however, because the demand seems to
increase as fast as the supply. Provi,
sions are being made for increased pro'
duction of phosphate fertilizer and by
another year our supply should be more
nearly adequate. There will probably
be a slight increase in the supply of
nitrogen fertilizer in Utah in 1948 over
that available in 1947. The two prin'
cipal sources of nitrogen are ammonium
sulfate, produced at the steel mills near
Provo, and synthetic ammonium nitrate,
shipped here from British Columbia or
other areas. There will be only limited
quantities of treble superphosphate
which has been popular in the western
states, but Simplot single superphos'
phate from Pocatello will be more plen,
tiful.
An increasing proportion of plant
food will probably be old in mixed
fertiliz.ers in comparison with previou
years. Unfortunately, the mixed fer'
tiliz.ers will consist of httIe of the low
cost and high analysis ammonium phos,
phates-16,20,0 and 11,48,0-and more
of the lower grade and more expensive
types.

M

TYPES OF SIMPLE FERTILIZERS
Nitrogen Fertilizer
Ammonium sulfate

This is the most common nitrogen
fertilizer u ed in Utah. It c ntains
DR. D. W.

0/

THOR l ~ is head
the
Agronomy, DR. H. B. PETER

Department 0/
,assodate prole or of oil. For the past lew year
they have drawn up fertilizer recommendation
lor the tate based on available supplie in relation to soil requirements as found through
experimental work on the variou oil of the
state. The e recommendation have fir t been
approved by a committee 0/ repre entatives 0/
variou agricultural. organizations.

about 20 to 21 percent nitrog n (20,
0,0). The average selling price is about
$2.80 per hundred, wIth a mtrogen
cost of ab ut 14 cents per pound.
Ammonium nitrate

A good nitrogen fertilizer produced
largely in synthetic nitrogen factories
built for the manufacture of explosives.
The pure product contains about 33
percent nitrogen (33,0,0) and sells for
about $4.55 a hundred. This gives an
average cost of about 14 cents per
pound of nitrogen which compares fav,
orably with the cost of ammonium suI,
fate. With its present excellent phy ical
condition ammonium nitrate is a good
buy in nitrogen fertilizers. Apply about
65 lbs. for each recommended 100 Ibs.
of 20,0,0.

at that orne land cro cd frequ ntly
to ugar be t has been built up in
phosphate to unusually h1gh Ie eis.
Consequently, it is now important to
watch the balance between phosphate
and nitrogen rather than thinking pri,
marily of phosphat alone.
Treble superphosphate

In the past, this has been the most
commonly used phosphate fertilizer in
the Intermountain States. For this rea'
son, mo t of the fertilizer recommenda,
tions are based on the use of this
product. It contains 43 percent avail,
able phosphoric acid (0,43,0) . At an
average cost of about $3.00 per hun'
dred, each pound of available phos,
phoric acid is worth about 7 cents.
Single superphosphate

Anhydrous ammonia

Some ammonia gas or anhydrous am'
monia may be on the mark t during
the coming year. It has a high analysis
and is usually the cheapest ource of
nitrogen available. It must be handled
in tanks and applied with special equip,
ment. Anhydrous ammoma may be ch·
luted with water to form an ammonia
solution. Ammonia solutions and aque,
ous ammonia can be applied with appli,
cators similar to those used for applying
fumigant, or they can be applied in
the irrigation water. When crops are
exposed to the fumes of ammonia from
either anhydrou or aqua ammonia the
leave are usually harmed, so that care
must be taken in handling uch ma'
terials.
Phosphate Fertilizer

Until ab ut four years ago, mo t
Utah farmers thought only of phos,
phate when considering commercial
fertilizers. Studies by sugar beet com'
panies during the past few years indi,

During the past few year , consider'
able ingle uperpho phate containing
20 percent available phosphoric acid
(0,20,0) has been di tributed by the
AAA. The implot Company at Poca,
tello is producing an 18 percent grade
(0,18,0) which has old for about $1.50
a hundr d. ThIs g'l\/t,..S an Ct - 'Lag\.- l,..U~t
of 8.3 cents per pound of available
phosphoric acid. The single super'
phosphate contains almost 50 percent
by weight of gypsum, but this probably
has no economic value on most farm
oils in Utah. Applications of about
200 to 250 lbs. of 0,1 .-() should be
made for each 100 Ibs. of 0-43,0.
Ground rock phosphate

Each year some ground rock pho '
phate is s Id in Utah. The u e of thi
material is not recommended and grow,
ers are ad vised not to buy this product.
Experiments with this material have
failed to how any value from its use in
states of the arid W e t.
(Continued on page 17)

RESEARCH ON VIRUS DISEASES OF
STONE FRUITS EXPANDED
HE disastrous tr e and rap 10
from t n fruit virus
to the
di a sand th potential thr at of th s di ea
t n fruit indu try of Utah and of the N rthw t i rapidly
inc ] ul y 1947 money ha b en a pin reco ni~ed.
pr priated and personnel ap oint d, and plan are n w
takin sha
for a mor vi oraus attack on the e in idiou
en mi .
Durin th year 1940 t 1 47 r arch ha b n
nLeft: Dr. B. L. Richards plant pathologist and head of the Departducted in Utah und r the dir cti n f Dr. B. L. Richard
ment of Botany and Plant Pathology formerly re ponsible for the
Utah 1\ ricultural Experiment Station, a s ciated suce ively
project will continue hi admini trative and research connection
in charg~ pf ~he program. Right, Dr. L. C. Cochran, enior plant
with Dr. Lee M. Hutchins and Dr. L. C.
chran of th
pathologl~t wl~h the Bureau of Plant Indu try, Soils, and AgriculBureau of Plant Indu try, Soils, and Agricultural En ineertural EngtneerlOg formerly connected with the project and at pre in . Comparatively littl Qudget money has be n involved
e~~, .through. the ~ope-Flanna~an funds and becau e of his re ponslbill~y. for ~Iru dlS~a e w~rk 10 the ~urea~ will continue hi joint
in this r s arch effort during thes even years' howev r,
adm101 tratlve relation with the project 10 connection with Dr.
the arly r earch period closed with thre major achiev Richard
ment to its credit, (1) with the di covery and a fair
the Bureau of Plant Industry oil and A ricultural Enkn wi dge of some twenty-four viru di a e of stone fruit
In
nng 6000 of Hope-Flanna an Funds was allott d f r
not previou ly kn wn to Utah and some of them not prein Utah, and from the ame Hop -Flannagan fund
work
viously kn wn to cience, (2) with a clear picture f the
danger of the e di ea e to Utah agriculture and to that of allotted to th Bur au of Entom logy and Plant Quarantine
the nation, (3) with an experimental plot f 15 acres f money wa obtained f r support of a full-tim entomologi t
ex llent a ricultural land purchased with money directly for v ctor tudi s in the tone fruit viru project. The
appropriated by the 1945 State L gislatur for the ecific additional funds hav r atly augm nt d th per on nel that
will be inv lved dire tly in this r s arch.
purpose of viru di a study of stone fruits.
Two aluabl field pi t are at present availa I for conThe vari us cooperating agencies pr moting the work
tinuanc and f r expan ion of the r s arch pr gram (1) a
during thi early period have been the Davi County Comtift en acr pI t located ju t outh of Kay ville, and (2) a
mis i n, the Utah State Road Commi ion, the State Departurcha ed in 1945
plot at H llt day. Th former pI t wa
ment of Agriculture and the Utah State Extension Divisi n
with fund pecifically appropriated by th Utah tate Legi pecifically through the vigorous cooperative efforts of
latur . Thi plot i' at pr nt con ider d a art of th
County A ent DeLore Nichols. In fact the work done durFarmington Exp rimental Farm. Rec nt purchases by the
ing this early period stand as a splendid example of what
tation of land adjac nt to this viru plot mak s p ible
can be accomplished through cooperati e effort ev n thou h
furth r expan ion as needs of the viru w rk ari .
budget are inadequat .
The pI t at H olladay, 6400 o. 1 10 E., i m de po ible
A New Era Open in the Stone Fruit Virus Study
thr u h th
urt y and cooperative attitude of the Utah
F r the fiscal year 1947-194,
000 ann uall y was t up
tate Road Commi ion. The pl t is part of th nur cry
by th Utah tation for th ton fruit irus work. Thr u h
wn d and p rated by th Commi si n.
laboratory i now bing quipped in th Plant
A Iar
Indu try buildin at th Colle . Thi lab rat ry will hou e
oth f d ral and state work r and is immediately adjacent
t oth r well quipp d r search laboratorie und r the up rVI lOn of the D partment of Botany and Plant Pathology.

T

(Conlinu d on page 15)

Upper left, Dr. George W. Cochran a native on of Kan as and a student of Kan as
State College. Dr. Cochran took his doctor' degree at Cornell in 1946 and has
ubsequently been employed with the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
at Princeton Ne:w Jersey working on stone fruit viru es. He joined the re earch
~aff of the Statl<.>n January ~ 1948 and for the pre ent will devote hi entire
tlme to stone frUIt vim e. Right Dr. Bryce N. Wadley a native of Utah and a
graduate with a B.S. degree from the B.Y.U., and a Ph.D. from Iowa State College: H«: i employed by the Bureau of Plant Indusu·y Soils, and Agricultural
Engmeenng on the Hope-Flannagan fund and ha been a igned since January
20, 194.8, to work on viru di ea e of tone fruit in Utah. Lower left, George
Kaloo han a graduate from Fre no State College California, with an M.S.
from Oregon State College. He is a well trained and experienced entomologist
a igned here by the Bureau of Entomology
and Plant Quarantine. He will join the reearch taff March 1, 1948. Center, Richard
Bush graduate of the USAC and in tmctor
in botany with one-half time connection with
the tone fruit virus proje~t as field technician.
Right, Prentice Leonard formerly a tudent of '
the USAC and now foreman of the Farmington Substation. He is a key man in the project
through hi upervision of the viru plots
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SOIL FUMIGATION
Only Effective Way to Control Nematodes, Wireworm
and Other Soil-Inhabiting Pe t
By GERALD THORNE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SOIL FUMIGATION
1. Soil moisture should be comparable to that of a good seed bed_ Dry,
loose soil allows much of the gas to
escape, while excessive moisture prevents proper diffusion of the gas.
2. Soil temperature should be between 40 and 85 degrees at a depth
of six inches. Utah field temperatures
generally will be within this range
whenever the soil can be worked.
3. Plow to the usual depth. Do not
depend on disking, which rarely works
the soil more than four or five inche
deep, leaving a olid subsoil through
which the gas cannot penetrate.
4. Soil hould be in good planting
condition without large clods straw,
alfalfa roots, or coarse manure which
will form hole and permit fumigants
to escape. Field ju t broken from alfalfa are not in a uitable condition for
fumigation.
5. Apply fumigants a recommended
here for the various pe ts using a
chisel or plow applicator, and In ke
certain that the chemical is placed 6
to 8 inches deep. A competent operator is essential.
6. Work the surface down firmly immediately after application, using a
harrow, leveler drag, packer, roller or
other uitable equipment. This operation is necessary in order to confine
the gas and get maximum benefits.
7. Delay planting 7 to 10 days after
fumigation to avoid injury to the young
plants from gas remaining in the soil.
When po ible, fumigate in the fall.
8. Be certain that oil fertility is
high enough to produce the de ired
crop and insure return for the inve tment in fumigation.
9. Handle fumigants only in the
open air and avoid breathing fumes.
Be prepared immediately to wash fumigants from the hands. Remove clothing or shoe in case they accidentally
become wet with the chemicals.

C

NTR L of n matode wire'
worm ,and ther soil,inhabiting
p t by m an of ch micals ha b en
practic d for many year but, until re'
c ntly, n only a r latively small cale
b. caus of the almo t prohibitive cost.
Pr duction of tomatoe , cucumber, and
other pecialty crop in gr enhou e
durin the winter month fr quently
{;erald Thorne is nemotologi t for the
Bureau of Plant lndu try oils and Agricultural Engineering wilh headquarters in 'alt
Lake City. He is the outstandin man in the
COUllt ry in II i field.

for
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justified the expenditure of $150 per
acre or more but such outlay obviou ly
were far beyond what could be afforded
in field, cale farming. During the pa t
four years the situation has been greatly
im proved by the discovery of new soil
fumigant which can be appli d at cost
•
of from $20 to $40 per acre.
The fir t of th e n w produ t wa
D,D which hould not be confused
with the well,known in ecticide DDT.
Thi product j manufa tur d by th
h 11 Ch mical Company. It wa
on
followed by mixtures f ethylene di,
br mide old under th trade nam s of
Dowfume WI0 Dowfume W40,
iI,
fume and Bromofum . In 1947, the
Dow Chemical Company produced
Dowfume N, a product similar to D,D.
All of these chemical have iven ati,
factory performance when applied in
th prop r quantitie under uitabl
11
conditi n , but the read r mu t b ar in
mind that oil fumi ati n i a technical
proce and that in tructi n f r hand,
lin and applyinO' mu t be car fully fol,
I wed if ucce is to b attain d.
In Utah the first fumigation xperi,
m nt w r c nducted with D,D in
1944, for the purpo e of contr llin the
su ar b et n matode, and r ult were
encouraging. Pi Id d in n tration plot
w re fumigated in 1945 and one of the
hown in figur 1. The pi t wer
o out tandin that the Amalgamated
and Layt n SuO'ar C mpanie b came in'
ter ted and fumigated a number of
comm rcial field in 1946. Th e field
t t wer generally 0 ati fa tory that
in 1947 about 700 acr \V r fumigated
f r th control of u ar beet nematode
in the intermountain ar a by th e two
c mpanie and the Franklin ugar Com'
(Continued on page 16)
Fig. 1. Untreated check between D-D fumigated portion of field on left and Dowfume
N on right. Fumigated portions both produced 19.79 tons per acre, the untreated
check 6.0 tons per acre. 2. Applicator attachment for Ford Ferguson tractor built
by the Shell Chemical Company. 3. Heavy
duty soil fumigation rig, McCrea Chemical
Service Co., Santa Barbara, California, used
in applying Dow Chemical Company products. 4. Farmall tractor equipped with
fumigant applicator by the Amalgamated
Sugar Company, Lewiston. 5. Plow attachment applicator built by the Layton Sugar
Company, Layton

CONSUMER DEMAND FOR PEACHES
SALT LAKE CITY, ' UTAH, 1947
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By ELLIS W. LAMBORN
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appearing in these columns either to the editor
or to the author.
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correspondence.
College series no. 779

DIRECTOR R. H. WALKER
Director R. H. Walker left Logan
December 26 to head a nine-man agricultural mission to Siam for the Food
and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations. Other members of the
mission included: Dr. H. S. Purchase,
veterinarian, Kenya, Africa; Dr. K.
Kohler, irrigation engineer, U. S. Soil
Conservation Service; Dr. K. Ramiah,
rice specialist, Rice Research Institute,
Cuttack, India; Dr. W. W. Cochrane of
the F.A.O.; F. C. H. Lee, statistician,
China; Dr. G. N. Danhol, Forest Service, Indonesia; Dr. R. L. Pendleton,
Johns Hopkins University; Dr. Herbert
Green, Great Britain.
The mission is studying control of
water supplies and possibilities of irrigation projects; rice production; economic status of fanners and incentives
for increased production; control of
rinderpest, a livestock disease; rural
public health; nutrition; coastal fisheries; conservation and improvement of
forest resources; introduction of agricultural schools, experiment stations,
and extension services.
The mission arrived in Siam, January 3, and recent communications from
Dr. Walker indicate that the study is
going forward rapidly.
Dr. Walker reports hotel accommodations and food in Bangkok, the capital
city, excellent and the Siamese people
very friendly and cooperative.
On his way to Bangkok by air, Dr.
Walker spent several hours in Damascus with Professor Aaron Bracken who
is on leave from the Station acting as
agricultural adviser to the Syrian government.
Dr. Walker plans to return to Utah
sometime in April.
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N THE purchase of agricultural
products consumers consider cost,
quality and comparative value of vari,
ous products and then make their
decisions as to what they will purchase.
The consumer's decision for accepting
or rejecting a commodity often deter'
mines the success or failure of the
farmer and the marketing agency. To
ignore these decisions is economic
suicide. No one can long continue to
produce who does not find buyers for
his products. However, a producer who
gives consumers what they want in the
form and at the time they want it, and
at a price they are willing to pay, will
find plenty of buyers.
To produce a commodity and then
try to induce the consumers to accept
it is like '"getting the cart before the
horse." It is impossible to force a com'
modity through the marketing channels
and force the consumer to accept it.
The consumer, because he controls the
purse strings, is the final judge of what
he will buy. Producers and marketing
agencies must determine what consum'
ers want and then sell it to them. The
best way to do this is to observe and
study their actions in the market. Con'
elusions about consumer reactions and
consumer demand may be misleading
unless they are based on an actual study
of individual consumers. Such informa,
tion, to be of any value, should be
obtained directly from consumers. The
opinion of dealers and of the men who
handle a particular product mayor may
not reflect the reaction of the final
consumer.
Four hundred and forty-four con'
sumers in Salt Lake City were inter'
viewed by the author and his assistants
in the fall of 1947 relative to their pur'
chases of peaches during the year. The
consumers, usually the housewives, were
interviewed at their homes. The city
was divided into high, medium, and low
income areas so as to allow for an equal
number of consumers with high and
with low incomes.
According to the results of the study,
the demand for peaches in Salt Lake

I

ELLIS W. LAMBORN is a new assistant professor of Agricultural Economics. He received
his Ph. D. from Cornell University a year ago
and was appointed to the staff last summer.

City was' relatively inelastic in 1947.
Stated in another way, consumers in
Salt Lake view their purchases of
peaches as a relative necessity. When
the results of this study are compared
with those of similar studies, peaches
appear to be more of a necessity than
oranges or grapefruit. Peaches are
more of a necessity than dairy products
with the exception of evaporated milk
and butter, and peaches are more of a
necessity than lamb but are viewed by
the consumer in about the same light as
veal and poultry. Peaches are less of a
necessity than pork or potatoes.
If a typical consumer's income is increased his purchase of peaches will in'
crease at a slower rate than his income.
On the other hand, if his income is
decreased his purchase of peaches will
decrease at a lower rate than his income.
Consumption of peaches is not greatly
influenced by changes in income or
changes in price. A large change in
price results in a small change in the
quantity purchased by the consumer. A
small crop of peaches will result in a
larger total return than a large crop
under identical conditions.
In times of depression consumption
of peaches per capita will not decrease
as rapidly as consumption of a more
luxurious commodity such as grapefruit.
On the other hand, in times of prosperity consumers can afford to ha ve,
and would rather have, a more luxurious commodity such as grapefruit than
they would peaches. As a result, in
times of prosperity consumers will tend
to increase their consumption of commodities like grapefruit and oranges
more than they will peaches. From the
standpoint of the producers, this means
that in times of low prices producers of
peaches have a relative advantage over
producers of commodities such as citrus
fruits; while in periods of high prices
producers of a luxury commodity such
as grapefruit have a relative advantage
over producers of peaches.

•
Fann and Home Science too has decided to adopt the new look, at least
"a" new look. We hope you like our
new masthead.
Farm and Home Science

Sweet Corn Varieties for Commercial
Processing
No One Variety Superior in All Qualities Desirable for
Freezing or Canning Purposes
By E. MILTON ANDERSEN, ETHELWYN B. WILCOX,
DELBERT A. GREENWOOD, and L. H. POLLARD

CoUeen Burnham and
Leora Galloway are
shown making carotene determinations
on sweet copn varieties

ARMERS, packers, or consumers
must know the quality they want
most in a vegetable variety before research workers can say which varieties
are best. Marked differences were
shown between 22 varieties and strains
of yellow sweet corn tested in 1947 at
the Farmington Substation. Noone
variety tested was good in all the desirable characteristics measured. Likewise, every variety was poor in some
characteristic. The characteristics measured were yield of unhusked ears and
of whole kernels, quality, total sugars,
reducing sugars, total starch, total protein, carotene, and moisture.

F

The study of the influence of certain cultural and harvesting methods and varieties on
the yield and quality of vegetables is a co·
operative project of the Departments of Vegetable Crops and Home Economics of the Utah
Agricultural Experiment tation and the Western Regional Research Laboratory of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. DR. E. MILTO
ANDER EN, DR. ETHELWYN B. WILCOX, and
DR. L. H. POLLARD are the leaders. A number
of the other staff members cooperated in obtaining the sweet corn data which is summarized here.
M. P. Leonard, superintendent of the Farm·
ington ubstation grew the crop and supplied
harve t laborers. Alvin Hamson, a senior student in the Department of Vegetable Crop ,
assisted him. Mrs. Colleen Burnham an.d Mrs.
Leora Galloway of the Department of Home
Economics aided in ome of the processing
did the carotene anayises, and rated the eating
quality of the com. DR. DELBERT A. CREE V 000 of the Chemistry Department ran all of
the chemical analyses except carotene. Pro·
fessor Bliss H. Crandall of the tatistical Lab·
oratory aided in analyzing the data obtained.
Dr. Lorin E. Harris of the Animal Husbandry
Department obtained chopped fresh fodder
samples of ome of the varieties. No report
of hi fodder analyses i available yet.
weet com variety and train trials are
planned for 1948 with cooperation 0/ all
groups who participated in 1947. It is hoped
that additional in/ormation on the yield and
quality of fodder may be obtained then.

for
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Yields

Yields are based on one year's results
and for this reason direct comparison
of varieties on a yield basis must be
made with caution.
Field yields: Yields of fresh ear corn
in the husk ranged from 5.88 tons per
acre for Erie down to 1.43 tons for
North Star. North Star was 24 days
Table 1.

earlier than Erie, however. Oth e r
varieties which yielded in the top eleven were Golden Cross Bantam 2439,
Hybrid 71A x 104C, Oto, G.C.B. Improved, G.C.B.-T Strain, Kingscrost
Earpack J9, G.C.B.-V.T. 20, G.C.B.
No. 12, Kingscrost 12 Row Bantam,
and Ioana. Each variety was harvested
at the time of estimated peak production for a single picking of fancy quality whole kernel corn. A second picking could have been made on the early
varieties. A few days' delay in the
harvest of the midseason varieties to
give additional "overmature" corn suitable for cream-style canning would h ave
increased yields.
Whole kernel yield: The cut kernel
(Continued on page 14)

The unhusked and whole kernel average yields of 22 sweet corn varieties
( 1947 sweet corn variety trials)
Yield

Variety or strain
No. * Name

Harvest
date
Un(Aug.) husked

21 North Star ............ 5
18 Marcross .......... _-_ ... -..- 8
20 Northern Cross ---- 8
22 Gold Rush
12
1 Hybrid 3041 .......... 14
2 Carmelcross ............ 14
9 Carme1cross Imp ..... 14
7
10
4
19
12

13
15

6
8
5
16
11
17
14

G.C.B. ,VT 20 ........
G.C.B. ................. ...
G.C.B.-N.C.
G.C.B.-T ................
G.C.B . ....................
G.C.B. Imp . ....... ...
G.C.B. 2439 ..........

Kingscro t
Earpack }9 .......... 19
Golden Glory ........ 19
Hybrid 407 ............ 19
Kingscrost 12
Row Bantam ...... 21
Ioana ---- ........ . ...... . ... .. 27,28
71A x 104C .......... 28
Oto ........................................... 28
Erie ........................ 29
Average ........ ..............

*

21
21
23
23
25
27
29

Shell'out

Whole kernel

Husks

Cobs
and
trim

Whole kernel

Total

Mature

tons per acre
1.43
0.35
1.47
0.43
1.65
0.42
2.37
0.80
2.53
0.52
1.91
0.62
1.97
0.46

0.35
0.36
0.34
0.69
0.48
0.54
0.40

43.7
31.6
35.0
33.6
33.8
31.9
35.4

percent
24.4
31.9
38.9
29.5
25.3
39.7
32.8
33.6
45.6
20.6
32.4
35.7
41.1
23.5

24 .4
24.8
20 .7
29.1
18.9
28.4
20.4

2.96
2.31
2.41
3.23
2.74
3.35
4.97

0.79
0.54
0.59
0.86
0.76
0.94
1.46

0.71
0.44
0.51
0.67
0.48
0.62
1.12

37.1
38.7
28.0
34.9
38.2
31.0
35.7

36.1
37.9
47.6
38.4
33.9
40.8
34.9

26.8
23.4
24.4
26.7
27 .9
28.2
29.4

24.1
18.9
21.1
20.6
17.7
18 .7
22.6

2.98
2.44
1.45

0.69
0.65
0.31.

0.59
0.58
0.23

35 .2
36.6
37.5

41.7
36.6
41.3

23.1
26.8
21.2

19.9
23.7
16.0

2.66
2.58
4.52
4.26
5.88

0.84
0.66
1.58
1.14
1.77

0.56
0.53
1.23
0.72
1.39

32.4
33.0
33 .3
42 .6
37.7

36.1
41.2
31.8
30.5
32.1

31.5
25.8
34.9
26.9
30.2

21.2
20.5
27 .3
16.9
23.7

2.81

0.78

0.62

35.3

37.6

27 .8

21.9

Total

Mature

Sources of eed:
Varietie No . 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, Northrup-King Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Varieties Nos. 9, 10, 11, Roger Bros. Seed Co., 308 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.
Varieties Nos. 12,13,14,15,16,17, and 18, Associated Seed Growers, New Haven, Conn.
Varieties Nos. 19, Aggeler and Musser Seed Co., Los Angeles 21, California
Varieties No .20 and 21, Joseph Harris & Co., Inc., Moreton Farm, Rochester, N.Y.
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Potato Seed Improvement in Utah
Re arch on Potato Culture Initiat d Early at Utah Station but Much Research
Still eeded on Di ease Control
By E. L. W ALDEE

R M th be innin of crop pro'
duction in Utah the importance f
the p tato to th tate' econ my ha
be n reco nizcd. Imm diat ly upon th
tabli hm nt of th Utah A ri ultural
,ext n ive
Ex eriment tati n in 1
exp riment with p tato cultur wer
initiated, and, aft r ne y ar' ob erva'
tion, Director anborn 1 publi h d a

F

ISanborn, J. W. Potato trials.
Exp. Sta. Bul. 5. 1891

Utah Agr.

bulletin in which h
m hasized th
importanc of th p tat cr p to Utah
agri ultur. H
ointed out that ina'
much a Utah, r wn potatoe were
u erior in quality t th se rown in
many other ar as, Utah farm r
be urg d to maintain and develop thi
up riority 0 a to make a signific~nt
place n the nation market.
Important research work on the cuI,
tur of potato was continued for ev,
eral y ar.. by F.
. Harri, Geor e
tewart, and th ir a ciat . In the
ur e of th ir work it b cam in'
cr a ingly appar nt that di a wa (
limiting factor in potat pr duction.
From 1911 to 1925 work on potato eed
Impr emcnt 2 indicated that election
2Stewart, Geo. & D. e. Tingey. Maintaining potato yield by hill selection. Utah
Agr. Exp. Sta. BuI. 200. 1927

- ---of high'yi Idin hill
ignificantly re'
du ed "running out" of potat
ed
to k . On the ba is of the e tudies th
hill cl ction m thod f potato eed im'
prov m nt wa r commended for Utah.
In all the important p tato' rowing

onstrated that eed'borne viru dis a
of potatoes can be eff ctiv ly controlled
in the Intermountain Area by tuber
indexin and tub r'uni t'ro uin . It wa
not until 1943, h we cr, that th
pra ti
w re ad pted in tah .

Unit,
rie w re
in th d
In
te hniqu
pr Cl

Many para itic organi m and iru
inhabit th ti su of eed tuber which
ri u ly impair th health of the plant
with a mark d lowerin of yield and
uality. From th
tandpoint f r '

0/'

0/

LOEE join d the latioll taD a
r (L year ago. Ili re earch is in the
truck rrop eli ea e .

3McKay M. B., T. P. Dykstra H. E. Morri •
P. A. Young, B. L. Richards, & H. L.
Blood. Virus and viru like di ease of the
potato in the Northwest and their control.
U. S. Dept. Agr. eir. 271. 1933

S ed-Borne Virus Di ea e of Potato

DR. E. L. W
liltl
fi ld

potato ~ed produ tion. In 1916 New
York r arch workers d mon trat d
that tuber'unit'roguing of potato e d
lots was much more effective than hill..
election in maintaining hi h yieldin
eed tock. About thi
ame time
European plant pathologist e tabli hed
the viru nature of potato degeneration
di ea e. This di Coy ry placed th
problem of maintaining hi h'yi lding
potato ed stock n a s und cientific
basis for the :fir t time.
n the ba i of
thi di very, plant pathol gi t at
Cornell Uni er ity demon trated that
virus'infected tuber could be effecti e ..
ly eliminated through reenhou e in'
d xin
f potat
ed tuber.
h rtly
th reafter tuber indexin and tub r'
unit'roguing became standard practic
in mo t potato eed impr ement pro'
gram. Cooperative research carried on
by the Utah, Oregon, and Montana
xperiment stations and the United
tates Department of Agriculture 3 dem ..

area
f the United tates, including
Utah, the e "running,out" or degener'
ati v di ea
of potato
multiplied
alarmin ly in the fi ld d pite careful
hill
lection. This nece itated de'
velopm nt f a more effici nt procedure
for eliminating th e disea es as fact r
in the maint nance of potato seed
tock . Accordingly, in 1915 Wi con in
introduced the first potato seed certifica'
tion program in the United tate pat'
tern daft r a plan that had b n in
p ration in G rmany for veral year .
Th i pr ram, in 1ving in pecti n f
potato e d fi ld and the harve ted
ror by c m p tent fficial and the
tamp of approval by a re p n ible er'
tifying agency, proved to be out tand,
in ly ffective in controlling m aic and
I afroll.
ther stat s adopted imilar
program in rapid ucce ion. In Utah
potato eed certification was inaugurat,
ed in 1923 under the joint administra'
tion of the Experiment tation, Exten'
ibn ervi e and the tat Department
of A ri ulture.
ince 1 37 th Utah
tate Crop Improvement A ociation
has been the official potato seed c rti'
fication a ency. A a war emer ency
food produ ti n measure, the Agricul,
tural Exp rim nt Station undertook a
gre nhouse indexing and tuber'unit,
ram in 1943 admin'
y the D partm nt of
Plant Path I y, and

ment of m r

~.I, "~I_',i, ' ," I,'. I"I 'I

Fig. 1. The fir t tep in a complete potato eed improvement
program is greenhou e indexing of potato tubers to eliminate those infected with virus disea es. Each tuber is given
a number and one eye i removed. 2. Each eye i planted
in the greenhou e and labeled with the number of the tuber
from which it wa taken. 3. Each plant is examined periodically for symptoms of virus disease until it is 8 to 12 inche
high. 4. Tuber from which plant howing leafroll (A) or
mosaic (B) or other viru disea e symptom are discarded.
Tuber producing healthy plants (e) are aved for increase.
5. Tuber which howed no ymptom in the greenhou e
index test are increa ed in tuber unit planting in i olated
areas at high elevations where viru -carrying in ects do not
occur. Tuber units howing u picious ymptom are ruthlessly pulled out and removed from the field

u uccu yield the iru di a
far the m t imp rtant to
potat indu try. There are
di tinct
kn wn to 0
potato.

"ar by
the Utah
about 25
ur in th

NEW PUBLICATIONS
But. 329. Co t and efficiency of producing ugar beets in Utah, 1945, by
Earne t M. Morrison. Department
of Agricultural Economic. 30 p.

Thi bulletin pre ent the re ult f
ur ey of the co t of producing
ugar beet on 161 farm in Cache
B x Elder, and Utah Countie. et
return averaged 53.46 per acre or
3.51 per ton. Man labor co t con'
tituted 55 percent of the total co t.
Yi Id per acre and ize of enterpri e
were imp rtant factor in profitable
production.

a

mo ai ~ ~rinki m aic ruga
m alC
and pindlc tub r. Th e ar capabl
f red uci n yi Ids ( much a 50 p r'
c nt in th field. Commonly en, but
le d tructiv, are I af rollin rna aic
witch br m, and a iru ,lik
d signated as Hhaywir '
Potat viru s are di eminat d fr m
di ca cd to h althy plant in ( ariety
of way. ome viru s are readily tran ;
mitt d by the utting knif . A few are
arri d about on impl m nt clothing
of :field w rker , or by other m chanical
mean. M t of them howe er are
carri d fr m plant to plant by in ct
of which aphid and leafh pper are
th rna t om m n. Alth ugh thi ha
be n known ince 1919 littl h a b n
th lif hi t rie
f
in ect or method of
ontr lling th m ff tively nough to
pr
nt th
pr ad of iru
in th
fi'ld. Thl is on
f th
reate t chal;
1 nge to p tato di a
rk,
r t day.
Di eases

f

thi it i ne
thr w out all
, gr nhou
t be iru ;fr
iru
cat d in an ar
t do not occur r guin
hawing di ea
and (3) u
ind

,carryin
ut all tu'
ympt m
xed and

But. 330. Peach orchard soil management studie , by A. L. Stark and "D.
W. Thorne. Departments of Horticulture and Agronomy. 26 p.

Thi bulletin report the re ult of
fertility tudie on fruit yield and
quality over a five year period in EI,
berta peach orchard near Willard
and pani h Fork, Utah. Five type
of fertilizer treatment and three
c ver crop were u ed in the te t .
Avera e yield of peache were high,
e t with combined nitrogen and
pho phoru treatment. Yield were
not ignin.cantiy affected by cov r
crop practice.
Either of these publication may be
obtained free by addressing a card to
the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, giving number and erie of the
publication desired.

tuber,unit,r u d
eed for producin certified e d pota;
to . C rtification mean that th erti,
fying a ncy ha inspected the
d po;
tat and fund th m t b free fr m
eed,born di ea e within rtain mini,
mum t I rance .
ful a pr ram f potato
T be uc
d improv m nt mu t be trictly ad,
mini tered thr u hout all pha . Pro'
ram may fail (1) if th rul regulat,
in di a e tolerance ar n t trict
n u h, (2) if th c rtifyin a en y
do not trictly nfor e th rule, pe;
ially tho e go ernin di ea e tal ranc s
(3) if all pha e of the pro ram are not
admini t red und r a unifi d authority,

Fig. 6. The pr geny from tuber unit plantin ar u ed to plant field entered for certification.
Certified eed becau e of relative freedom from viru disea e produce a high yield of high
quality tuber

( 4) if techni at p r ann 1 are not ad ;
quately train d in reco nizing and can'
tr llin plant di ea e or (5) if r w r
of c rtified eed potat e do not cop'
rat with th
rtifying a ency in do;
in c erythin n c s ary to pr ent con'
tamination of eed tack.
Th improvem nt of potato
d
tock requir teamwork of the hi hest
ord r. The A ri ultural Exp rim nt
tation tri e to 01
perplexin prob;
1 m r latin to disea c ntr I ad i
gr w r in the be t method of main,
ta1l1ll1 di ase;fr
tack, and uper,
vi e the critical pha e of th p tato
e d,improvem nt pro ram. Th c rti,
fyin a ency supervise and in p ct th
actual pr ducti n and put it tamp f
appr al (blue ta ) on potato eed
which m t the e tabli h d tandards.
But it i n the grow r of certifi d
d
that the final
ility f produc'
tion rests.

•

Dr. Alfred E. Clarke a ociate cytologi t
in the U. S. Bureau of Plant Indu try, Soil
and Agricultural Engineering, will arrive in
Logan March 15 from Belt ville, Maryland.
Dr. Clarke ha been conducting genetic
tudie on onion and plan to continue the e
studies in cooperation with the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. With the increased
field facilitie available at the Utah Station
he will enlarge the cope of hi work. In
addition to genetic studies, he will do work
on the development of improved hybrid types.

DR. D. W.
head

0/

THO R E is prole sor 0/ oil and
the Department 0/ Agronomy.

ADOPTION of improved soil man~ agement practices sometimes in'

Peach orchards are usually cultivated in the spring and fall. Qean cultivation during the growing season depletes soil organic matter, encourages erosion and promotes a decline in the
productive life of the trees

YIELDS OF PEACH ORCHARDS MATERIALLY
INCREASED BY PROPER SOIL
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
By D. W. THORNE
SUGGESTIONS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF PEACH ORCHARDS
1. Peach orchards should be located on deep, fertile soils ranging in texture
from sandy loam or gravelly loam to silt loam. The subsoil should not be heavier
than a light friable clay loam with no water table closer than six feet below the soil
surface. Soils exceptionally high in calcium carbonate, or which contain an accumulation of lime within the upper subsoil should be avoided unless preliminary
trials in the area indicate that chlorosis is not a problem.
2. The orchard should be located in an area relatively free from winter
temperatures going below a - 12 0 Fahrenheit and free from late spring frosts. A
location on a long slope permits the cold air to drain away from the trees.
3. In conjunction with pruning and thinning practices, fertilizer and soil
management treatments should be adjusted so as to obtain satisfactory tree growth
and maximum yields of peaches at least 2
inches in diameter having acceptable
commercial quality. Ten to twelve inches of new shoot growth each year is a
satisfactory amount.
4. Organic matter should be added to the orchard every year by growing
a cover crop such as winter vetch, Austrian winter peas, biennial sweet clover,
Hubam clover, alfalfa, small grains, or by hauling farm manure or some other form
of organic matter into the orchard each year.
5. Commercial fertilizers should be applied to obtain proper tree growth and
maximum yields of desirable commercial fruit. For average conditions an application
in March of one-half pound of ammonium sulfate, or equivalent nitrogen content of
other fertiJi7er, per inch of trunk is desirable. For many orchards best results will
be obtained by using a combination of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer every
other year in place of the nitrogen fertilizer alone. The combination treatment
may consist of treble superphosphate at 200 to 300 pounds per acre (or other
phosphate fertilizers at comparable rates of plant food), in addition to the nitrogen
fertilizer, or a mixed fertilizer such as 16-20-0, 10-10-0, or 16-8-0 to furnish the
recommended amounts of plant fooo.
6. Where water and other conditions permit, cultivation practices should be
adjusted to obtain maximum tonnage of organic matter from the cover crop before
cutting it in. This will be at about full bloom. The plant residue should be cut
into the surface soil only. The orchard should not be cultivated more than twice
a year and never deeper than four inches. The addition of 100 pounds of amm.o nium sulfate per acre is desirable just before putting in the cover if it is done in the
early growing season.
7. Irrigation should be according to the needs of the tree. Abundant water
is required by fruit during the ripening period. At each irrigation the entire soil
area between tree rows should be wet. Where chlorosis is a problem, special precaution should be taken to avoid over-irrigation. After peach harvest, water should
be withheld to mature wood for winter, but the soil must be moist during winter.
8. If chlorosis is present, trees should be injected with iron salts each
February to avoid yellowing of foliage. Less frequent treatment will be required
in some instances.

*
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creases peach yields as much as 150 to
200 bushels per acre. Such are the fi nd,
ings of experiments conducted by the
Utah A gricultural Experiment Station
in cooperation with fruit growers of the
state. These experiments were planned
in response to requests from U tah fruit
growers and were continued for five
years. Details of the results have been
recently published in an Experiment
Station bulletin. A few of the findings
are summarized here.
Two orchards were selected for these
studies, one in Box Elder and one in
Utah County. Additional tests are now
under way in two orchards in W ashington County but results there are not
complete enough to report.
One
orchard was on the Perry Dalton fruit
fa rm near the mouth of Three-M ile
Creek Canyon in Willard. The soil was
a deep gravelly loam on a gentle slope
from the foothills. The orchard had
been well managed in the past accord,
ing to standard practices. N o cover crop
had been used in the orchard. T he
pri ncipal fertilizer had been farm manure. The other orchard was on the east
bench fruit farm east of Spanish Fork
and near the mouth of Spanish Fork
Canyon. The soil was a clay loam on
the surface underlain by coarse gravel
and sand at a depth of 12 inches to 3
feet. N o regular cultivation or soil
treatment practices had been followed.
Some yellow sweet clover grew in
many parts of the orchard .
The experiments included three cover
crop practices : (1) a combination of
cultivation in the spring and fall with
weeds allowed to grow during the
summer months, (2) winter vetch sown
immediately after fruit harvest in the
fall and dis ked lightly into the soil the
first part of the following June, and
(3) alfalfa as a permanent cover, with
light disking in the fall and spring to
work the current top growth into the
soil. The three cover crop treatments
were repeated in two locations on the
Dalton orchard and in three locations
on the east bench fruit farm .
Five fertilizer treatments were made
on different pairs of trees within each
cover crop block. The fertilizer treatments were: (1) 3 pounds of ammonFarm and Home Scienc e

ium ulfate per tree, (2) 3 pounds of
treble superphosphate per tree, (3)
ammonium sulfate and treble super'
phosphate combined, (4) farm manure
at about 12 tons per acre, (5) no fer'
tilizer treatment. The treatments were
made in early March of each year.
Ammonium sulfate was broadcast on
the soil surfac and the phosphate was
put into the soil about five inches by
dropping into holes opened with a
hovel. The soils were sam pled at
monthly intervals during the summer
and the soil sample were analyzed for
. oluble nitrogen. Tree growth was de'
termined each February by mea uring
the circumference of the tree trunks
and the past year's growth on 20 ter,
minal shoots located on lateral branche
of each tree. The yield of peaches on
each tree was determined at harvest
time and the p aches were raded into
culls third grade (1 Y4 to 2 inches in
diameter), second grade (2 to 2Y4
inches in diameter), and first grade
(over 2Y4 inches in diameter). Pruning,
fruit thinning irri ation, and harvesting
were carried out according to standard
commercial practices.
The average peach yields in relation
to the fertility treatments are shown in
table 1.
omewhat greater differences in yield

Table 1. Average yield of El berta
peaches as influenced by fertilizer treatment (Bu. per 100
trees, average 1940-1944 incl.)
Utah
Fertilizer treatment

County

299
284
246
324

Box Elder
County

364
350
262
384

were obtained in the Box Elder County
orchard than in the Utah .County
orchard. This was partly owing to
management practices which were be'
yond the control of the experimenters.
In some years the Utah County orchard
was allowed to get very dry, and it wa
lack of moisture which limited tree
growth rather than any difference in
soil fertility.
In Box Elder County the average in'
crease in yields per 100 trees was about
112 bushels for nitrogen and 146
for nitrogen plus phosphorus. The in'
crease from farm manure gave about
the same average increases in yield as
the nitrogen fertilizer alone. There is
no definite evidence of benefit from the
use of phosphate alone in these treat'
ment. Results from the Utah County

experiments were somewhat in line with
the Box Elder County tests, except that
the increases from fertilizer were not
quite a high.
In terms of tree growth, nitrogen
was the most pronounced treatment in
increasing the size of the trunk diameter
and ann ual terminal growth of the
branches. Manure acted essentially like
a nitrogen fertilizer. There was no
difference in the grade of fruit in re'
lation to fertilizer tr atment. Very
likely the fertilizer did not affect fruit
grade because the trees were heavily
thinned to limit the crop to the number
of peaches which would produce first
grade size.
Nitrogen was quite effective in de'
laying the date of picking. This i
hown in table 2.
The untreated trees and those treated
with phosphate produced about the
arne proportion of fruit on each of the
three pickings. Similarly, the trees
treated with ammonium sulfate or am'
monium sulfate plus phosphate and
those given manure yielded about the
same proportion of fruit on the three
harvests. These results and observations
indicate that the date of harvest of fruit
can be delayed as much as three days to
a week by heavy applications of nitro'
(Continued on page 15)

Fruit orchards planted on steep slopes should be arranged on a contour grade between about 1 and 2 percent. Terraces like those in the picture
taken at the horticultural farm at North Ogden prevent breaks in ditches and the washing of gullies down the slope

Sugar Beet Experimental Field near Garland Utah. Showing top growth under various fertilizer treatment. Yields per acre from the plot
from left to right are: N2P2Mo
22.97 T., NopoMl
19.18 T. N2P2Mo
27.89 T. NOP1Ml
21.21 T., N1P1Mo
23.46 T.
Nl equals 80 pound per acre of nitrogen, N2 equals 160 pound of nitrogen per acre; PI equal 100 pounds of phosphoric acid per acre
P2 equal 250 pound pho phoric acid per acre; Ml equal 15 tons manure per acre

=

=

=

=

=

Some Factors Affecting the Production of Sugar Beets
Seedb d Preparati n U e of Fertilizer, and Irrigation Important Factor in
Obtaining High Yield
By JAY L. HADDOCK

H E fir t u ar b et grown under
irrigati n in the arid West were
pr duc d in the fall of 1 53. Thi wa
ix y ar after the fir t att mpt of
irri ati n in thi area. Thi crop reach,
d it maximum a rae in Utah in
1920 wh n 11 ,000 a r w re grown.
By 1934 the acr a e had d din d to
32 000 acre. At time th
ntir in'
du try ha b en in 1 r ari u financial
ondition. Although farm r and in'
du try alike ha learn many helpful
thin
ab ut su ar b
rowin and
much additional in'
rd r t mak
nt rpri e a t c b! p' rt f irri·:rati n ar ricultur .

T

Th a ra
yi 1 f u ar be t in
irri ated area of th We t is far
1 w. Po ibly
c mpl t
me hani 4 ation u ar
t can c mpet
fully with
even
und r conditi n
f mild agri ultural
depre in. It w uld b a much more
table crop in farm rotati n if th
a rag yield c uld be incr a d from
th pre nt 12 t n t 20 t n p r aer .
Arc nt c nomi
tudy indi at d
that n t r turn fr m u ar b t w r ab ut two dollar per ton wh n yi ld
f b t P r a rand fi
r ton wh n yi Id were
t\ en '/ ons of
ts p rare. It i f
great importance to a farm r whether
he obtain ant r turn of tw nty dol,
lar r n hundr d d Har per acr .
It an b
aid with
n id rabl
th

Seedbed Preparation

Early
edb d pr paration
r - g,
niz,cd as a mu t for ucce ful u ar b ct
10

rowin . Thi enerally n e itate fall
plowing for two g ad r a on. Fir t,
fall plowed land permit early plantin .
nd r m t situation thi i a di tinct
advanta e becau ether i Ie ri k in
a tand. Also, early plantin
f r a I n r ·" r wing seas n.
are d ely r lat d to b th of
1m ortant factor.
ec nd,
il
m i tur r lati n hip are fa rable f r
d
rmination and seed lin
rowth
arly in th
a on, whi h make it
s ibl to et a g ad tand with ut the
ity f preemergency irri ati n .
ractic al a giv the beet
d,
tt r han e t camp t with
In r
r at ffort hav
b n mad
m chaniz,e all ph as
f
u ar b ct pr ducti n. The m t wi ly
'l.ccepted de el pment in m chaniza,
ti n have be n tho r lat d to obtain'
ing ati factory field tand
f b et
plant. In ord r to btain
ad field
tand with machin ch pp r or thin'
n r it wa fund n c
to ha v
an adequat p pulation f uniformly
a d in 1 be t plant. Thi h(
n c itat d the d v I pm nt of th
pr j ion planter and
gm nt d
(1".
Early
dina on < well'pr par d c d ,
Farm and H

me Science

( re or it

uc
rnak
tand

r

appli cI
alfalfa.
b n

W e t ar

(Continu don pag 16)
Yield of ugar beet produced
comercial fertilizer
Plot no.

n plot

treat d with

ariou

combination

of manur

and

Treatment

2-1
op oM o

2-3
opoMl

2-4
NzpzMl'::

Yield ton / acre

20.73

24.10

28.46

::'80 Ib . N. applied June 5, 80 Ib . applied July 21
O-no nitrogen Nl
0 Ib . nitrogen
NZ- 160 Ib . nitrogen' po- no pho phoric acid Pl- 100 lb . pho phoric acid pZ- 250 Ib .
pho phori acid, MO- no manure MI- 15 ton manure per acre

Upper: Blocking experimental beets with the Ojxie chopper. Iron
tractor wheel do not pack urface soil
Lower: Gauge wheel for .determining in advance the tand that will
be left by cross blocking or mechanical chopping. Set for removing three inches and leaving two inch blocks

SPRING MECHANIZATION OF
SUGAR BEETS
By O. W.

AN

EXPERIMENT wa

conduct d

~ n the pring mechanization of
ugar beets on the Greenville Farm of
th Utah Agricultural Experim nt Sta,
tion at North Logan in 1947. The ob,
j ctiv of the studi s were to obtain
unif rm but thin tands of b ets
that rna hine blocking would
ti '
factory in place of thinning; and to in'
vesti ate ridge cover plantings as a
possible 'olution to the problem of early
weed.
The soil used is a medium loam of
good texture and fertility, but it cru t
badly after rains. Thi had an im'
p rtant bearing on thi experiment.
The field was partly in grain and partly
in tomatoe the year bef re and was
fairly badly infected with weed uch a
red root, lambsquart r, purslane, prick,
ly lettuce, and pigeon ra s. The land
Prole or D. W. PITT.fA i prole or 0/
agronomy and in charge 0/ the Greenville
farm.
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was manured and plowed in the fall.
Phosphate and nitrogen fertilizer were
broadca t in the spring before workin r
the land up into a seedbed.
For the first experim nt most of the
fi ld was drilled on April 16 with a
Lindeman,Cobbley precision drill set to
deliver 1~ pound of heared seed
(7,9/64 inches diameter) per acre in
20,inch rows. For comparison, three
plots were planted with whole seed
(April 19) at an estimated rate of 15
pounds per acre. The seeds were
planted ab ut an inch deep (in g od
moi ture) and on half of the precision'
drilled plot ridge of lose oil about 3
inche hi h were thrown up over the
beet r w. The theory of this • ridge'
cov r" lanting is that the ridges will
keep the soil moist around the beet eed
but sm ther out the early weeds that
will not germinate well except near the
surfa e. The rid es mu t be removed
by harrowing or other mean as oon
a the beet eeds have erminated, thus
giving the beets the ad anta e of both
hallow and of deep planting.
There was an unusually heavy rain
(1.56 inches) on April 21,22 (4 days
after planting) which th rou hly pack,
ed the soil and made the field so
muddy it was not po ible to get into
it with implements until April 26. Th
oil was left with a tough cru t over
Table 1.

PITTMAN

an inch deep. Only the thickly planted
wh Ie seed beet were able to survive
(table 1). They had a r a onable stand
and w re quite weedy. Althou h the
rid e were remov d fr m the ridged
beet as soon a po ible, some by har,
r wand orne by cultivator, not a
ingle beet survived thi treatment.
There was Ie s than half a tand of the
unridged thin planted bets. It i in'
.eresting to note that the fi ld ju t
r. uth of thi wa planted to beets on
tl same day at th rate of 5 pound
d ~ rticated seed p r acre and got a
rea onably good tand.
Since the purpose of thi experiment
was to tryout mechanical blockin
which requir s a good stand ne plot
of the whole eed and on of the thin'
planted, unridged were aved and the
balance of the field wa di k d up for
r planting (May '9). After careful
hand,thinnin , becau
f many weed
th e od inal, arly plant d pI tout'
yielded all th replanted beets so that
from the point of view of yield, re'
planting did not pro e succ ful.
The disking up of the beets was
interrupted by another unu ually h avy
that it wa im,
rain of 1.7 inch s,
po ible t get the field in hape for
plantin a ain until May 19, at which
tim it wa prepar d and r seeded with
decorti ated ed at the rate of 5 pound
p r acre. Th low yield are doubtle
the r ult f this late planting.
Thi
ond edin
ave a fine but
rather den
tand (table 2) av ragin
ab ut 375 be t er 100 feet of r wand
J

Yield and tand of sugar beets with variou method of planting and
thinning. First plantings of April 16 (number p r 100 feet of row)

Plantin method

ed-thick ......
Whole
Pred ion- flat
eedbed ....................
Pred ion- ridged
over row ...................

Beet
and
clump

Clump

no.

no. percent

no. percent

Vacant
feet

tand

Yield
per
acre

---

no.

p rcent

ton

93

265

74

80

19

20

36

64

19.05

59

70

28

47

31

53

52

48

14.86

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

0
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with few weeds. Eleven plots were
hand thinned by experienced workers
leaving an average spacing of 15
inches (12 inches attempted) with 10
skips of over 20 inches per 100 feet of
row. These plots yielded an average of
12.73 tons per acre which may be con'
sidered standard for this late planting.
One plot was thinned by hand with
great care, without regard to time or
expense, leaving the beets at an average
interval of 10 inches (because of the
late planting) with only two intervals
of over 20 inches per 100 feet of row,
and leaving wherever possible the
largest beets. This plot yielded 13.75
tons per acre or
percent more than
the standard.
A gauge wheel was constructed with
adjustable markers near the rim. As
this was rolled beside the row with the
markers set at different positions, a
man with a note book walking beside it
could record the number of bets
(single or multiple) and the number of
long spaces which would be left by any
suggested combination of removals by
a mechanical blocker or chopper. Con'
struction of this gauge wheel is describ,
ed below and shown in the illustration.
Using this gauge wheel it was ascer'
tained that even with a cross blocker
set to remove 7 inch strips and leave 3
inch block, which is probably about as
little removal as would ordinarily be
feasible, there would remain only 6
total beets per 100 feet of row with 53
percent doubles. From this it was de'
cided that cross blocking these beets
was not feasible.
The gauge wheel showed that with a
Dixie chopper set to remove 3 inch
spaces between 2 inch blocks there
should remain 114 total beets per 100
feet row with 47 percent doubles. Ten
plots were blocked with the Dixie at
this setting and of these six were sub,
sequently trimmed by hand hoes while
four received no further hand work.
Those plots thinned by the Dixie alone
gave an average yield of 10.07 tons
per acre (79 percent of standard hand
thinned) and those blocked by the
Dixie with subsequent hand thinning,
although there were fewer beets, yield,
ed 11. 6 tons per acre or 93 percent of
the standard.
These results are somewhat more un'
favorable for the use of the Dixie
thinner alone than past results on the
Greenville Farm. These results are:
1944, 83 percent of standard hand thin;
for

Ma reh,

1948

Table 2.

Yield and stand of beets with various methods of planting and thinning.
Survivors and replants of May 17 and pellets of July 26

Planting and thinning
method

Beet
before
thin

Whole-early .................... ...
Preci ion- early .................
Hand thin- care .. . ... ... . .. -.....
Hand thin- by acre
Dixie and trim ....... ... ........
Dixie only .... ............. . ...... .......
Pellet - long hoe ..............
Pellets- not thin ...............

number
80
67
377
333
395
429
156
170

Table 3.

over
20"

number
76
65
120
80
70
94
102
170

number
17
21
2
10
17
10
9
7

Yield
per

Double

Lon
19.05
14.86
13.75
12.73
11.86
10.07

num ber percent

23
20

35
34

Possible stand of sugar beets with cross blocking or chopper as shown
by gauge wheel

Planting or
thinning (later)
of plot

7" out
No. per
100' row

number
Hand thin by acre ............ 71
Dixie and trim .................. 65
Pellets-long hoe ..............
Pellet - not thin . .. .. . ... ... . . ....

-

3" block
Doubles

number
40
32

1945, 85 percent; 1946, 90 percent;
and 1947, 79 percent. The differences
probably result from differences in orgi,
inal stand. Pelle ted beet seed was tried
out on the Greenville farm during the
summer of 1947. The pellets were said
to be made of ash plus feldspar with
10 percen t arasan and 10 percen t phos,
phate fertilizer added and to contain
decorticated beet seed. On blotting
paper in a germinator these pellets
showed 49 percent germination, includ,
ing 13 percent doubles. The pellets
were drilled with a special plate in a
John Deere drill so geared as theoreti,
cally to place the seed 3.17 inches apart.
The pre,thinning stand was about 163
beets per 100 feet of row, including 34
doubles and 32 spaces of 2 inch or less.
What cannot be shown in a brief table
is that the beet were so uniformly
spaced that it was easy with a long'
handled hoe to leave an almost perfect
stand with about one,fourth doubles.
This was done by going through the
beets twice, rapidly with long handled
hoes, first when the seedlings were very
small (2 small cotyledonous leaves only)
and again 5 days later, to eliminate
later germinating beets not wanted and
weeds. This is probably the best stand
of beets yet obtained on the Green'
ville Farm without stooping. Because
of the very late planting (July 26), no
attem pt was made to get yield data on
these plots.
The gauging wheel is used to deter'

percent
56
49

3" out
No. per
100' row

number
120
108
75
88

-

2" block
Double

number
57
50
20
25

percent
48
46
27
28

mine in advance the probable stand of
beets remaining after cross blocking or
chopping at various suggested intervals.
The wheel was made from plywood and
was 60 inches in circumference (19.1
inches diameter) so that it could be
subdivided into multiples of either 10
or 12 inches (one on one side, and one
on the other). The markers were made
from black insulated wire, the ends of
which were bared and bent through
small holes drilled through the wheel
on radii from inch marks on the cir,
cumference. These could be readily
removed and replaced in any combina'
tion of settings desired. A sledge
handle and a Y2,inch machine bolt with
two nuts, washers, and the threads ex'
tended somewhat toward the head com'
pleted the apparatus. In use, one man
rolls the wheel near the beets and calls
the numbers appearing within each
hypothetical block, while another man
records the figures in a note book. It
requires only a short time to determine
whether or not a reasonable stand
would be left.
Conclusions

The general conclusions that may be
drawn from these experiments are:
1. With a clean thin but uniform stand
of sugar beets mechanical blocking
may produce a yield 80 to 90 percent
as good as hand thinning.
2. Processed seed - segmented or de'
corticated - a precision drill, a good
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e dbcd, and land r a onably fr
from w ed ar ne ded if m chanical
blockin i to replac hand thinnin .
. To thin a tand r "rid -cover'
planting is di a trou if hay rain
o ur tw n drilling and mer ence
n oil that cru t badly.
4. By th u of a au e wheel or markr f om kind it i p ible to tell
in ad ance wh th r r not a tand of
b ts i ufIici ntly 0 d for mechanical blo king to replace hand thinning.
5. With a uniform thin tand of beet
with f w dou I s it i po ible t
leav a ood tand with a long'
handled h
and no toopin .

•

SWEET CORN VARIETIES
( onlinued from page 5)

yl ld are the canner' fir t c nsidera,
ti n and that of the grower, too sinc
thi i what th con umer buy. The
hi h t quality cann d or fr z n corn
i fancy t nd r whole k rn 1 corn. This
rn wa called "mature" in this tudy.
Yi ld of immature and vermature
k rn 1 w r al 0 btain d. Total yield
includ d the wa hed kern 1 yi ld of all
three maturity cla e .
Matur whole kernel yield did n t
xactly f How yi ld f rn in th hu k.
Th r a on for thi i that me varie,
tie pr duced a hi h r pr centa e f
hu k r fobs than did other varieti .
Th top Ie n arieti
in mature
wh Ie k rn 1 yi Id w re Erie, Hybrid
71A x 104C .C.B.2439, t, .C.B.'
VT 20,
ld Ru h, G.C.B.-T train,
.C.B. Impro d, Kin cro t Earpack
J9 G ld n Gl ry and Kin cro t 12
Row Bantam.
Total whole kernel yield in en ral
foIl w d matur who 1 k rnel yield.
.C.B. N . 12 r placed olden GI ry
in th ran k f th t p ele en arietie.
Quality Rating

A pr liminary oring f n repli a'
tion for quality of the frozen c rn after
it had b en uniformly cook d for eatin i gi n in table 2. Thi i ba ed on
th a v rage ratin
i n the varieti
y four er ns wh t ted the corn
and or d relative tenderness, flavor
freedom from defect, and ap earanc .
orth tar wa e red ry low artly b au e f the pre ence of extraneou
mat rial uch a
rtions of cob. Kernel
uttin and washing uipment was not
I rf ' 'tly adju ted wh n thi earlie t
vari ty wa har ted. No other ariety
had any mark dly bj cti nable char'
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M any ari ti
w r of x II nt
quality
ein
or d down n1y n
technical point. I ana r c ived th
hi h t av rage ore 9 point. .C.B .
.C.B. N . 10, G.C.B. 2439,
N . 12
and
.C.B. Improv d each or d
point. Golden Glory, King crost Ear'
pack J9, King cro t 12 Row Bantam,
and G.C.B.,T train a h scored 4
pints.
Average Percentage Compo ition of
Whole Kernel Corn

The ultimate value of sw t
rn i
made up of (1) the nutrient v~lue of
the canned or frozen corn for human
on urn tion, plus (2) the animal feed,
ing value f the waste products includ,
in talks. A d tailed tudy f the fir t
item wa made in 1947. Repre entativ
talks w re put thr ugh a p rtable
ilage cutt r 111 1947 and ample tak n
for pr liminary analy e as a b ginning
of a tudy of the econd item.
Table 2.

Th
alu
f th' different ari 'ti '
fr m the tandpoint f nutri nt cont nt
r ·pound f fr z n orn did n t
m
t b learly orrelat d with th yi ld
r quality apprai d charact ri ti . A
uality ap rai al i planned

n

111

'xi t b twe n ari ti . No ariety rat
hi he t in all ch mical
how v r. Th fi u r
table 2.
i
rin ipal fac,
tor affe tin fla or in w t c rn. In
t tal u ar, Carm lero s No. 2 wa
the high t variety with 4.05 p r nt.
In
n ral th
an tIe whi h w r "
hi h in total ugar w r hi h in re'
ducing ugars.
The starch content
m d t be unr lated to c ntent of total u ar .' Th
ran e wa from 5.60 to 2.9 percent

Average percentage composition of whole kernel c rn (fr h weight
basi)
(1947 Sweet Corn Variety Trial)

Variety r train
No.
Name

Quality
rating
Perfect
100

Total
ugar

Reducing
ugar

Total
tarch

Total
protein

1.33
1.13
1.00
1.00
1.02

3.0
4.33
3.76
4 .06
3.47

2.60
2.64
3.03
3.41
2.77

.043
.034
042
:042
.036

76
6
1

4.05
3.71
3.53
3.51
3.47
3.31
3.28
3.26
3.19
3. 15

O. 0
0.83
O. 0
O. 1
.7

4.1
4.06
3.99
3.66
2.93

3. 19
2.71
3.32
3.02
2.6

.074
.105
.047
42
.111

77.5

==

78
79
0
80
4

Carotene Percenl
mgm .
moi '
100 gm.
lure

18
7
20
6

Carmelcro
Marcro s ................
G.C.B. VT 20 ........
N. Cro ............. .....
Golden Glory ........

12
9
8
10
11

G.C.B. ....................
Imp. Carmelcro ....
No. 407 ..................
G.C.B. ..... ...............
o. 71A x 104 ....

4
16
3

G.C.B.
.C. ... .......
Ioana ... ...................
King cro t
Earpack J9 ..........
G.C.B. 2439 ............
Gold Ru h. .............

3
9

2.96
2.90

0.72
0.75

3.23
4.13

2.93
3.14

.046
.054

78.2
75.7

84
86
74

2.85
2. 3
2.81

0 .54
0.72

3.89
4.14
3.44

3.08
3. )
2.65

. 10
6
.039

77.5
74 .7
79 .7

4

79
55
6
84

2.73
2.62

2.55

0.63
0 .7
0.65

13
19

King cro t 12
Row Bantam
No. 3041 .. ... .... .......
orth tar ..............
G.C.B Imp ..............
G.C.B., T. ..............

2.4
2.31

0.5

4.3
3.47
3.79
5.60
4. 7

3.32
3.00
2.76
3.1
3.64

.080
. 109
.038
.039
.052

76 .2
7 .2
79 .7
72 .7
75.5

14
17

Erie .. ........ ............ ..
to ........................

7
79

2

15
22

5
1
21

6

7

Minimum difference nece ary
to be ignificant difference
between varietie: Odd
19: 1
Odd
99: 1

O. 5

.5

77 .7
79 .5

7 .2
77 .5
78.5
74.5
77.2
77.7
7 .2

2. 3
I. 9

0.55
0.42

4 42
5:06

3.22
3.72

.046
.039

74.0
73 .7

2.79

0.7

3.96

3.05

.059

76.9

0.8
1.07

0.19
0.26

O. 1
1.0

0.53
0.70

0.01
0.025

tati tical analy e of the chemical data how that ignificant difference in each chemical
con tituent exi t with odd of 99:1, between varietie. No ariety rate highe t in all hemical
c n tituent , however.
The ch mical determination were mad on ample of whole k rnel corn which \! ere at
be t canning maturity. The ample u ed, which were tray' frozen and vacuum- ealed in no. 2
tin can at the Farmington Laboratory, were kept frozen until analyzed .
parate ample ' from
each of the four field replication were analyzed, xcept in the ca e of car tene value. The
ample from two replication wer combined, gi ing two comp ite carotene determination
of each variety.
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total tar h. It i true that the three
ari ties highe t in tarch were amon
the four vari tie low t in total u ar ,
but th varietie ranking 4th, 6th th
11 th, and 19th, in total tar h ranked
2nd 6th, 12th, 7th, and 4th, respectively, in total sugar. Thus, orne
ari tie were hi h in one and low in
the other, while other were high in
both sugar and starche. ince high
tarch content w uld add considerable
nutrient value to a hi h- ugar sweet
corn variety, this might be a de irable
haracteristic.
The large amount of protein which
weet corn kernels contain may be surpn In to many. The varieties te ted
her ranged from a high of .72 perc nt f r to to a 1 w f 2.60 P rcent

f r Carm ler
w t c rn i n t
eaten for its high protein content, but
if thi characteri tic wa a ciat d with
high t tal ug r content it w uld be a
de irable feature in any variety.
Carotene analy e indicat relative
vitamin A content of the e yellow weet
corns. White weet corn contain negligible amount of carotene. It i notworthy that Hybrid 71 A x 104C the
ari ty of high t carot ne cont nt in
the e trial , c ntained 0.1 11 milligrams
per 100 grams, more than 3 time as
much a M arcro , which contained
only 0.03 4 mgms. per 100 gram. "Hybrid 3041 , Kingscrost Earpack J9 and
Carmeleros Improved, in addition to
71A x 104C, were igniiicantly hi her in
carotene than all other vari tie te ted.

M i tur of the blan h d froz. n mature whol kern Is varied from 72.7 p rent for .C.B. Impro ed to 77.9 p rcent for b th North tar and Gold Ru h.
Kramer and mith reporting in th
Canning Trade for 1946 found that
when th ir we t corn had a moi tur
content a I w a 71.7 p rcent it wa
tend r nou h t la ify a
ry youn
(fan y)
rn. Thu the mature corn
of all varieti te ted here would probably all fade a
ery young (fancy )
weet corn.
The variations in yieldin ability
quality, ugars starche pr t in, and
ari tie and
carotene content of the
train indicate the real n ed f r care in
h 0 ing the train of orn to grow for
canmn
r fre z.ing in Utah.

VIR S DISEASES OF STONE FRUITS
( ontinued from pa e 2)

The gr enhou space now available for iru re earch
work i wholly inadequate and much of the basic re earch
underlying control must await additional greenh u e contru tion.
Immediate Problem Ahead

The new and enlar ed organization will be con rned immediat ly with the f 11 win :
(1) A d finite expan i nand int n ificati n of the ba i
r arch pro ram. Thi will invol e a m re ac urate
knowl dge of the virus di ea e pre ent in Utah or hard,
their ho t ran e, dibtributi n, insect vect r , rate of pread,
and
n ral economic importance. The po ibilitie of viru
train, immunization, and control through chern therapy
mu t b con idered a ba ic part of the program.

(2) A 1 an up r rem val program to eliminat Viru
pread in certain infe ted ar a'.
( 3) The e tablishment of sources of reliable viru ,fre
budwood for grower and nur erymen.
(4) In ooperation with th
tate Department of Acrriculture to work ut and tabli h an effe tive in p tion and
certification procedure for all nur ry t ck and budw d
ource .
(5) A Furth r perf ction and ext n ion f inter tat and
tat rna hin ry to prevent intr du tion of dang rou iru
di a s int Utah orchard. The threat of uch de tru tive
di ea
a albino of the herry in Or gon, little cherry in
British Columbia and yellow bud of the peach in California
empha iz th dang r f d lay in thi program.

PEACH YIELDS
(Continued from pa e 9)

Table 2. The date f harve t of Elberta
peache in relation to oil
management practices (Dalton
fruit farm, average f r five
year)
Perc nt of total harv t
made at ach picking
Treatment
o treatment .... ..
Farm manur .... ..
Nitrogen ............. .
Pho pbate .......... ..
itrogen plu
pho phate ........

1 t
2nd
3rd
picking* piclcing picking
65.0
40.5
35.7
55.9

26.0
40.0
3 .4
34.7

8.5
19.5
25.9

33.1

35.6

31.3

9.4

',' Day between fir t and econd picking
varied from three to Ii e.
Day between econd and third pickin
varied from three to four.

en fertilizer. The fruit on the nitrog n-fertilized tree was generally more

f

r

Mar ch ,
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po rly
lor d than that on th unferti liz d or pho phat ;tr ated tre .
The poor r 'col r wa probably owing t
the reater hade pr vided by incr a d
growth of bran he and leave on tree
treated with manure or nitro en fer;
tilizers. Direct unshine make good
fruit color.
oil ana ly is provided some additional
inf rmation helpful in determining th
be t fertiliz. r treatment for orchard
u ,a hown in table 3.
The am unt of available nitro en in
the oil wa gr at r where ni tr
n f f"
tilizer or farm manure wa appli d.
Data not shown in thi table indicate
that farm manure probably would not
upply enough nitrogen for best tree
rowth during the early pring. A
fairly large part of the ummer wa
needed for manure to be decomposed
by soil bacteria and to make the nitro;
gen available for the trees. The ere;

",

Table 3. Average c ntenr f nitrate
nitrogen in orchard oil a rlated to fertilizer treatment
(Dalton fruit farm, part of
nitrate nitr gen per million
part of oil, average for five
years)
Fertiliz.er treatment

0,12"

None ................................
Farm manur ....................
itrogen ...... ..................
Ph phoru ........... ..........
Nitrogen plus pho phoru

5.9
12.4
18.6
5.9
15.9

il depth
12,24"
1.6
3.4
4.7
1.4
4.6

ult indicat that wh re manure i
u d a the principal f rtilizer in
rchard, om nitrogen f rtiliz r hould
al 0 be add d in th early pring to
provide additional availabl plant food
during the period whil the manure i
being decompo d.
The cover crop tr atment did not
ive di tinctly differ nt yi Id in grade
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of fruit, nor did they significantly influence the growth of the trees. The
lack of influence of the cover crop under
these experiments may result in part
from the short duration of the tests.
The five-year period is short for cover
crop treatments to bring about distinctly different yields or tree growth.
The fruit grower, however, is inter'
ested in orchard performances over
much longer periods of time than a
five year period. He is interested in
the entire life of the orchard and in
the production of succeeding orchards
on the same soil. Cover crops increase
the organic material content of the soil.
They also help to control soil erosion.
In many Utah orchards the top soil is
being rapidly washed away and pro'
duction is being cut down seriously.
No doubt the production of future
orchards after the present ones are
pulled out will be even more seriously
limited by lack of good cover crop
practices. Even though these experiments fail to show the benefits anticipated, results over a long period of
time would no doubt justify their use.
This has been the experience in fruit
producing areas in other states.

•

SOIL FUMIGATION
(Continued from page 3)

pany. Yields of sugar beets generally
justified the expenditures for fumigation except for about 45 acres in the
Lewiston district where heavy rains fell
immediately after the applications of
D-D and prevented aeration of the soil
and proper diffusion of the gas. Experiments designed to correct such conditions will be conducted in 1948.
All of the above mentioned fumigants
are liquids which are applied at depths
of 6 to 8 inches where they volatilize
into gases which penetrate from 15 to
20 inches deep and kill a large portion
of the soil-inhabiting pests, but never
completely eradicate them. Mechanical
applicators of several types have been
built, the larger outfits consisting of
tractor-drawn units which inject the
chemicals under pressure through tubes
leading down behind cultivator chisels
(figs. 2, 3). Similar types have been
built on the cultivator bars of tractors
and are especially suitable for the smaller land units in Utah (fig. 4). An inexpensive and popular unit is one designed
to apply the chemicals in the bottom of
the furrow at plowing time (fig. 5). The
various sugar companies operating in
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Utah and Idaho have been chiefly responsible for building these applicators
and encouraging the use of fumigants
by their growers. For use in the home
garden, hand injectors are available.
Certain pests can be controlled satisfactorily by the following recommended
applications of the various fumigants:
Sugar beet nematode: Apply 25 gallons per acre of D-D or Dowfume N.
This will give one year control and produce a normal crop of sugar beets. Experiments have demonstrated that even
50 gallons per acre will give only one
year of control so there is nothing to
be gained by adding to the 25 gallons
recommended.
Root knot nematode: Use 20 to 25
gallons of D-D, Dowfume N, Dowfume
WIO, Soilfume, or Bromofume or 10
to 12.5 gallon of Dowfume W40. The
lower applications apply if tomatoes,
peppers, or similar crops are to be
grown, but the heavier applications are
necessary for potatoes, carrots, or other
root crops.
For control of root knot nematode in
cantaloupes, watermelons, squashes, and
similar crops, first mark off the field, locating the points where the hills are to
be planted and then apply about 3 cc of
the desired chemical per hill at a depth
of 6 to 8 inches, using a hand applicator.
This method costs only a small fraction
of that for complete field coverage.
Wireworms: Apply 20 gallons per
acre of Dowfume WIO, Soilfume, Bromofume, or IO gallons of Dowfume
W40. D-D and Dowfume N usually
give fair control of wireworms but generally are not considered to be as effective as the ethylene dibromide mixtures.
Benefits for wireworm control have
ben reported in some instances for two,
and even three years after fumigation.
However, it must be remembered that
wireworms are the larvae of click beetles
which may fly into the fumigated area
from surrounding fields and reinfest it
within a year or two.
White centipedes: Variable reports
are given for fumigating against this
pest and much appears to depend on
just where the centipedes are located in
the soil at the time of fumigation. In
Utah, early in the spring they are found
largely in the first foot of soil, while in
late June and the hot summer months
they go deep down where they cannot
be reached by fumigants. Only one attempt to control them has been made
thus far in Utah and in this instance

D-D, at the rate of 30 'gallons per acre,
was applied early in April 1946. Excellent control was obtained not only in
that year but also through 1947.

•

SUGA'R BEET PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 11)

for his sugar beet crop. The only solution to the dilemma is the development
of satisfactory soil tests, which will
serve to guide the farmer in his use of
commercial nitrogen.
Since nearly all our soils are inadequately supplied with organic matter
and since organic matter is the principal
source of plant nitrogen and, furthermore, since the process of building-up
soil organic matter is extremely slow, it
is entirely likely that nitrogen fertili.zer
will need to be added regularly and indefinitely to the sugar beet crop. The
big question will always be- how much
should be added? Too little will result
in poor yields; too much will be uneconomic and may actually decrease the
yield of sugar.
Profitable increases in sugar beet
yields have been obtained generally for
200 to 250 pounds of 33-0-0 fertilizer or
its equivalent per acre. This amount of
nitrogen fertilizer should be side-dressed
just before thinning. It is sufficient nitrogen, for most soils growing sugar
beets, to give marked increases in yield
without depressing the sugar percentage
greatly.
Irrigation

The time and method of irrigating
sugar beets are now receiving considerable attention. It is known that sugar
beets grow best when su pplied with
adequate but not excessive moisture.
The popular opinion that withholding
water from beets early in the season encourages deep rooting is not well founded. It is true, however, that a high
water table tends to discourage deep
root penetration. Present evidence
strongly suggests that sugar beets
should be kept moist and growing rapidly during the early part of the season.
If only one or two irrigations are to be
given these should be before the plants
begin to suffer for want of water. There
is considerable evidence to show that
once sugar beets are well established
their growth apears to be affected much
more by fertility conditions than by
small variations in moisture. On the
other hand, when sugar beet soils become very dry, fertilizers have little inFarm and Home Science

fluence on yield. Present evidence in . .
dicates stron ly that when irrigations
are properly applied yields may be
markedly increased with les than half
the irrigations currently used.

•
LAND INVENTORY AND
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY IN
UTAH WILL BE STUDIED
Lawrence A. Reu
economi t with the
Land Economics Divi ion of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, has arrived in Logan with his family from Washington, D. C.
Mr. Reuss will cooperate with the Department of Agricultural Economics of Utah Agricultural Experiment Station on land inventory and agricultural productivity of Utah
lands. Professor George T. Blanch of the
Department of Agricultural Economics will
be associated with Mr. Reuss on this study.
The purpose of this investigation is to
obtain information on pre ent land owner hip
and land use and to determine the productivity of variou kind of land and types of
farming practices. The various factors affecting the uses and shifts in uses of land will be
studied. Such information will be especially
valuable in developing policies relative to the
use of private and public lands of this state.

•
DIRECTOR WALKER WRITES
FROM SIAM
Extract from recent letter from Director R.
H. Walker, now in Siam:
"Traveling in Siam is not what it is in the
United States. The trains are extremely
crowded . • • they not only pile up like sardines inside the cars, but they hang on the
out ide, and in between cars wherever they
can get a hold. Many of the cars are about
the same as our box cars, and they are all
referred to as wagons, and that is a good
name. It took us two days' travel to go
about as far as from St. George or Cedar City
to Logan •••
"The fruit here are very good. One of
the choicest fruits is the pomello. This is a
citrus fruit almost identical to the grapefruit
in size and appearance . . . but it is sweeter
and does not have a bitter ta teo The oranges
are small and sweet. The papaya is similar
to a cantaloupe, but longer and with a yellowish red colored fruit inside.
"The weather here has been almost ideal
the entire time since we arrived. It is about
like summer in Utah. It is not uncomfortably hot in the day time and the nights have
also been very comfortable. The beds in the
hotels where we have stayed have a flat board
surface with a pad about the thickness of a
thin blanket for a mattre . After we ride a
truck over the rough road here all day, even
the hard bed i welcome and it also helps us
to catch the 6 o'clock train."

•

BEES AND NEWER INSECTIODES
One serious cause of bee poisoning in
Utah ha been that bee have taken dusts
containing arsenic and have stored this poison
in combination with pollen in the hives. Arsenic remains permanently poisonous. Such
stored arsenic has cau ed serious poisoning of
hive bees and brood whenever the ar eniccontaminated pollen was consumed for food,
whether used immediately, in late season, during spring, or even when consumed after several years. It is fortunate that most of the
newer insecticides are synthetic organic compounds, the toxic elements of which will gradually break down and become non-poisonous
when tored for any appreciable length of
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time. This should result in ubstantial reduction of this type of hive bee poisoning losses.
If not used in the bIos om stage, the newer
insecticidal dusts and sprays hould be less
dangerous to beneficial insects. Among these
new insecticides are DDT, chlordane, benzene
hexachloride" sabadilla, ON, phenothiazine,
DOD, hexaethyl tetra phosphate, tetraethyl
pyrophosphate, parathion, piperonyl cyclohexanone, dianisyl trichlorethane, and xanthone.

•

FERTILIZER
RECOMMENDATIONS
(Continued from page 1)
Ground rock phosphate and sulfur

Some ground rock phosphate, to
which sulfur has been added, i~ being
offered for sale. The contention for the
mixture is that the sulfur makes the
phosphate available. In an experiment
conducted by the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station over a period of 14
years, it was found that rock phosphate
and sulfur had no appreciable effect on
the yield of any crops in the rotation.
It is likely that few if any soils in the
state would be benefited by the appli . .
cation of rock phosphate and sulfur.
Colloidal phosphate

This is a
ground rock
ments on rock
this product.
for use in this

special preparation of
phosphate. The state'
phosphate apply also to
It is not recommended
state.

MIXED FERTILIZERS

There will probably be a large variety
of mixed fertilizers available this year.
Some are priced too high, others are
reasonable. In general, however, the
price per pound of plant food is more
in mixed fertilizers than in single car'
riers because of additional costs for
mixing and handling. In buying mixed
fertilizers, select a combination of plant
nutrients to meet the needs of your
soils and crops and then estimate the
relative cost per pound of plant food
of each product available that meets
your need.
Mixed fertilizers should be judged on
the basis of the guaranteed analysis on
the bag plus the physical condition in
relation to drilling characteristics. The
guaranteed analysis on the bag is made
up of three figures such as 5,15 . . 10. The
meaning of these symbols is as follows:
The first figure, 5 means 5 percent
total nitrogen
The second figure 15 means 15 per . .
cent available phosphoric acid (P 2 0 S )
The third figure, 10 means 10 per'
cent water oluble potash (K 2 0)
In most cases, mixed fertilizers need,
ed in Utah are those containing nitro'
gen and phosphate, but seldom potash.

There are two general tYpes:
A. Those having a relatively high
nitrogen to phosphate ratio. These in . .
clude those with simple proportions of
nitrogen to phosphorus between 1 to
1 and 1 to- 2.
B. Those having a relatively low
nitrogen to phosphate ratio. These in'
clude those with simple proportions of
nitrogen to phosphorus between 1 to 3
and 1 to 5. Some common mixtures on
sale or that may be prepared by home
mixing are:
High nitrogen to phosphate ratios

16,20,0. Very little on sale as ammon . .
ium phosphate. It can be
prepared by mixing 1 bag of
ammonium nitrate with 1 bag
of treble superphosphate.
13 . . 15,0. Prepared by mixing 2 bag
of ammonium sulfate and 1
bag of treble superphosphate.
Use at rates recommended for
16,20 . . 0.
10 . . 20,0. On sale, or prepared by mix,
ing 1 bag of ammonium sur . .
fate and 1 bag of treble
superphosphate. Use at equal
or slightly higher rates than
16,20,0.
,12 . . 0. On sale. Use at twice the rate
recommended for 16 . . 20 . . 0.
10 . . 10 . . 0. Prepared by mixing 1 bag of
ammonium sulfate and 1 bag
of single superphosphate. Use
at about twice the rates recom'"
mended for 16 . . 20 . . 0.
16, ,0. On sale or prepared by mixing
one bag of ammonium nitrate
with one bag of Simplot single
superphosphate.
Low nitrogen to phosphate ratios

11 . . 48,0. Very little if any on sale as
ammonium phosphate.
4,16,0. n saie. Prepared by mlxmg
1 bag of ammonium sulfate
and 4 bags of single super . .
phosphate. Use at three times
the rate recommended for
11 . . 48 . . 0.
6 . . 30 . . 0. On sale. Prepared by mixing
30 lbs. of ammonium sulfate
with 70 lbs. of treble super . .
pho phate. Use at nearly two
times the rate recommended
for 11 . . 48 . . 0.
Mixed fertilizers containing potash

Several mixed fertilizers will be on
sale containing potash. No experimental
test under direction or observation of
Agricultural Experiment Station staff
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m mb r ha hown a ne d for pota h
on Utah oils. It i recognized, how,
v r that th re may be me re pon
to p~ta h in a few instances. Accord,
incr t creneral experienc pota h n d
will first appear on v ry andy oil.
The general recommendation is not to
pay the add d co t for pota h,contain'
jng fertilizer unl
a definite n d h~s
been e tablished. F rtilizers on sale 111
thi
rou include: 10,1 '4, 10,10,5,
4,24,4, 4,16,4, 4,12,4, 16, '4, 4, '4,
5,10,5, and 6,10,4.
U e at rates equivalent to tho e
recommended for fertilizers containing
imilar ontents of nitrogen and pho ;
phate.
Liquid fertilizers

During the pa t two years there has
be n an in reas d ale of liquid fertil;
izer material for distribution in irri a'
tion water. Many question remain un'
an w r d on th de irability f the e
material and the b st procedure for
th ir application. In general, th co t
of plant food in these preparation i
too high to ju tify their u e. Unless
convinc d by pa t experience of the
conomy of these material, their u e
i nly sug t d on a limited experi,
m ntal basi. Mo t of the e material
ar harmful to quipm nt when u d in
ov rh ad prinklincr ystems.
MATERIALS OF QUESTIONABLE
VALUE SOLD AS FERTILIZERS
Gypsum

yp urn contain calcium and ulfur.
Value ha been found fr m cryp urn
only on s il c ntaining black alkali. If
black alkali j suspected on your farm,
end a il sample to the college throucrh
th county .1gent or Soil Conservation
ervice repr entative for analy i and
r ·comm ndation beE re purchasing gyp'
um.
Sulfur and ulfur materials

Like gyp um, ulfur material have
no gen ral valu on Utah oils. They
are u eful only on soil containing black
alkali. Obtain a oil analysis before
making a I urcha .
Sulfur dioxide

emingly exaggerated report on re;
suIts from use of this material on alkali
oils have come from commercial agen;
cies in California. It is not rec mmend,
ed for soil treatment here.
Boron preparations

There is no evidence of boron de'
ficiencies in oil of the Great Ba in
area. Toxic amount are found in many
18

oils of the inta Ba in and in ar a
irrigated by water from the lower
Sevier. Do n t buy boron material
a f rtilizer for tah e cept on an ex'
perim ntal ba i - harm rather than
b n fit might re ult.
Minor element

Various element needed in mall
quantities for plant are occasionally
sold a fertilizers in the tate. M re
often fertilizer containing nitrogen and
phosphorus are advertised a being
e pecially desirable because of a content
of such elements as copper, zin~, man;
ganese, iron, or even other elem.tnt .
Although many te ts have been made,
no respon e has been obtained in Utah
n common field or vegetable crops
from fertilizer treatments with these
elements. Some cases of deficiency of
iron, zinc, and managanese have been
ob erved with fruit trees, but affected
tree have not been helped in most case
by soil treatments. If deficiencies of
the
elements are su pected, consult
your county agent and have him get
advice on the problem.
Soil fumigants

orne timulation in plant growth
ha been bserved on land planted f 1,
lowing oil fumi ati n. This increa d
growth does not ju tify the use of
fumigants unle s the pre ence of such
parasites as nematode endangers crops.
Feathers

Feathers have practically n value in
themselv s a a fertibzer. Fr qu ntly,
in p ultry proce ing plant con id r'
abl blood become mix d with feather .
Blood is an e 'cellent f rtilizer material
and i respon 'ibl for m t ben fits
claimed for f ath r .
Organic wastes

Waste product from factori , fi h
hatcherie ) and ewa e plants, are often
offered locally f r fertilizers. Their
value depends on compo ition. If they
are available at low cost, they will
robably be worthwhile to u . Somc
ben fit will u ually re ult fr m appli a~
ti n to land, I.f larg quantitie are for
ale and the price j que tionabl, b,
tain a chemical analy i bef r pur'
chasing.
Miscellaneous material

Numerou materials in addition to
those mentioned are offered for ale for
oil treatment. Among tho e old in the
past have been vitamin, lime, clay,
and coal. Such material are usually of
little value. Lime is important on the

acid s ils of the humid east but there
are few if any, acid farm soils in Utah.
If . in d ubt ab ut uch mat rials in~
quire from your county acrent or write
to the Utah State Agricultural College.
METHODS OF FERTILIZER
APPLICATION

In the past, most fertiliz.er in Utah
have been applied broadcast and har,
rowed into the soil surface. Deeper
placement will be obtained if the fer'
tilizer is broadca t on a plowed soil
urface before it is harrowed. It i
more efficient and economical to plac
phosphate fertilizer in band near th
plant row with some type of drill.
Fertilizer placement with a drill has the
following advantages over broad ast
applications:
(1) The fertiliz.er is pIa ed in th
proper position for plant ro t to feed
on it easily; (2) One hundred
und
of f rtilizer drilled at the side of row
often increases yields as much as 200
pound applied broadcast; (3) Fertilizer
placed in bands does not come in as
intimate contact with the soil and hence
r mains in soluble forms I nger than
broadca t fertilizer.
The c ming year will probably find
a large number of fertilizer drills on th
market. For the average farmer a cuI,
tivator type of fertilizer distributin
attachment is probably the mo t prac,
ticable. Such an attachment can u'
ually be hifted easily from one pi ce
of equipment to anothcr and can be
u d on a numb r of crop. Be ur
that the quantity of fertiliz.er applied
by equipment purcha cd can be varied
t low enough amount for the con'
centrat d fertiliz rs us d in thi area.
The fertiliz. r distributors which drop
the f rtiliz.er in th same openincr a the
d huuld be tl uiu d beaus th
fertiliz.er damacr the eed.
RECOMMENDED FIELD APPLICATION
PRACTICES

No single s t of rec mmendations can
be made that will apply to all s il and
crop ing conditions in Utah. The fol,
lowing rec mmendations are ba d n
average oil conditions where farm man'
ure is not applied. A footnote indicate
the advisability for decrea in application of nitrogen fertilizers in propor,
tion to manure application. Many
soils contain adequate amounts of avail,
able phosphate for pre ent crop need .
Under such conditions, phosphate can
be omitted from fertilizers applied.
Farm and Home Science

RECOMMENDED FIELD APPLICATION PRACTICES Crop
Sugar beet

Alfalfa and clover

Fertilizer

~
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ugge ted alternative practice

Lb ./acre
300 or
500 - 600 or
300 - 400 or
150 or
300 and
200

( 1) Apply fertilizer broadca t on plowed land and harrow into eedbed.
(2) U e fertiliz r drill attachment if available. If fertilizer i dropped with
eed, u e not more than 75 Ib . of 0-43-0 per acre and no mixed fertilizer
or nitrogen. (3) ide dre nitrogen or mixed fertilizer with fertilizer cultivator attachment at about time of fir t irrigation after thinning or earlier if the
oil i moi t. Crop receiving only pho phate at or before planting may be
ide-dre ed with a nitrogen fertilizer later if top are mall or light in color.

0-43-0

200 to 300 or

0-18-0

400 to 600

New plantings. (1) Apply pho phate with plow attachment. (2) Apply
broadca t on oil urface and plow under. (3) Apply broadca t on plowed
land and harrow in. (4) Drill into eedbed a deep a po ible with fertilizer
attachment on grain drill.

16-20-0*
8-12-0
10-20-0*
0-43-0
0-18-0
20-0-0*

Old stands. ( 1) Apply fertilizer broadca t on oil in late fall or early pring
and harrow into oil. (2) Drill into oil in early pring with grain drill having a fertilher attachmeht. Application only needed every third or fourth year.
Irri gated pa ture

16-20-0*

300 or

New plantings.

10-20-0~:

300 or
200 or
450 and
200

Established pastures. Apply fertilizer broadca t in early pring. Apply pho phate every econd or third year.
itrogen fertilizer stimulate gra growth.
Pho phate fertilizer timulate the clover in mixed pa ture. Effect of nit..-ogen fertilizer u ually do not last longer than two month. Full phosphate
treatment hould la t three year.

0-43-0
0-18-0
20-0-0*

Apply a for new plantings of alfalfa.

Potatoe

16-20-0*
10-20-0*
20-0-0*

200 - 300 or
200 - 300 or
200 - 300

(1)
(2)
(3)

Bean , dry
Bean, nap
Bean, Lima
Onion
Pea
Tomatoe
Cabbage
Carrot
Corn, ilage
Corn, weet
Wide paced celery

11-48-0*

200 - 300 or

(1) Apply broadcast on plowed soil in spring and harrow in.

4-12-0*

500 - 700 or

(2) Side dre

16-20-0:::

200 - 400 or

(3)

10-20-0 :::

300 - 4 0

Tomatoe:
tarter olution for u e in tomato tran planting u ually timulate
a quicker growth. A fertilizer uch a 4-12,4 at 10 Ib . per 100 gallon of
water make a ati factory olution.

10,20-0*
16-20,0:::
20,0-0
33-0,0

300 or
300 and
400 or
300

Apply 16,20-0, 10,20-0. or their equivalent to unmanured plowed land
in early spring. Land heavily manured can be fertilized with 200 lb . of
treble uperphosphate or 400 lb . of 18% pho phate. ide dre with 100 to
150 lb . of 20-0-0 or 10 lb . 33-0-0 per acre at two-week interval for three
dre ing beginning about Augu t 1 in northern Utah. A hand-pu hed drill
uch a a Planet Junior can be u ed if larger equipment is not available.

20,0-0:;:
0-43-0
16,20-0:::
10,20-0*

400 and
300 or
600 or
700

20-0-0 :::
0,43,0

Apply 100 to 300 Ib . 20,0-0 or 200 to 400 lb . 16-20-0 or equivalent a
dre ing in pring.

10,20-0*

200 and
250 or
400 or
500

Northern Valley

16'20-0~:

Vegetable eed
Annual

Vegetable eed
Biennial

Berries

Fruit tree, all

at ide of row with a fertilizer attachment at planting time.

ide dre row crop with a cultivator fertilizer attachment at time of fir t
irrigation.

Apply 150 to 200 Ib . 0-43-0 or equivalent, or 250 lb . 16-20,0 or equivalent.
on plowed land before preparing ·eedbed.

If 0,43-0 i u ed, apply 100 lb . 20-0,0 a

ide dre ing in fall.

16-20-0*

300 or

( I) Apply broadca t on plowed land, and harrow in .

10-20,0*
8,12,0*

300 or
500

(2) Drill to side of row at planting time.
(3) Side dre with cultivator attachment at time of irrigation.

16,20,0

400 or

Apply all ph

10,20-0
0,43-0
20-0-0

400 or
200 and
200

20-0-0*
33,0,0*
16,20-0 *
10,10-0*

300 or
200 or
300,400 or
400 - 600

20-0-0*
33-0-0*
16-20-0:;:
16-8-0*
10- 10,0*

Lb . / tree, per
one inch diameter
Yz or
113 or
Yz or
Yz or
1

ide dre

ide

phate or half of mixed fertili 4er in fall before eeding.

with 20-0-0 or other half of mixed fertilizer in early pring.

Apply fertilizer two week before blo om tage.
( 1) Apply broadca t and di k into ground.
(2) Drill in between tree row with fertilizer drill. Pho phate fertilizer
hould be drilled or dug into ground to be effective. A pho phatecontaining fertili4er need not be applied oftener than every econd year.
Nitrogen fertili 4 er are needed annually unle ample manure j available.

*If ordinary farm manure i applied, reduce fertilizer by 4 lb . of nitrogen per acre (20 Ib . of ammonium ulfate) for each ton of manure
applied. One ton of sheep or poultry manure can be con idered equivalent to 2 ton of hor e, cow, or hog manure.
application of manure are made, no nitrogen may be needed in commercial fertilizer for mo t crop .
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HE state centennial year of 1947
was highlighted by a gift of $10,000
to the Utah State Agricultural College
from the Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
This fund was given to purchase foun,
dation cattle for use in the beef cattle
improvement program at the college,
which is being carried on as a coopera'
tive project with eleven western states
and the U. S. De artment of Agricul,
tur. All purchases have been made
through a committee in the Animal
Husbandry Department consisting of
George R. Hendersoll, James A. Bennett, and Louis L. Madsen. Eleven
Herefords and four Shorthorns have
been purchased.
The four Shorthorn were purchased
at the Sni,A-Bar Dispersion sale held at
Kan a City on May 30 and 31. At this
al two breeding cows, a yearling
heifer, and a bull calf were obtained.
Th h ifer has proved herself in competition at several shows in the state
nd won first in class and was Reserve
Champion Female at the Centennial
Beef Cattle Exposition held at Salt Lake
City. The bull calf, named U.S.A.C.
Control, is a son of the 1946 International Grand Champion bull, Sni,A.. Bar
Contr 1, that sold for $10,000 in the
same sale.
In June, five of the top Hereford
heifers offered in the Bear Claw sale at
Dayton, Wyoming, were purchased.
These heifers were obtained specifically
to strengthen the female line established
by the bull Advance Domino 3rd at the
college. Three of these heifers are by
Advance A Domino, one of the great
proved sires of the breed, and the other
two are by BCR Advance Domino
23rd, a son of Advance Domino 140th,
the sire of Advance D mino 3rd. One
of these heifers is in calf to Ad vance
A Domino, another to BCR Advance
Domino 140th and three to WHR
Royal Domino 96th. Subsequent to the
purchase of these outstanding heifers
the Bear Claw Ranch donated the college a two,year old herd bull prospect
by Advance A Domino and out of their
1943 Denver Grand Champi n female,
a half .. sister to the college senior herd
bull, Advance Domino 3rd. Two halfbrother, out of the same c w as the
bull donated to the college, sold in the
1946 Bear Claw sale for $2,100 and
5,000, r ectively.
Un. I.. L. MAD 1>1 i head 0/ the Animal
Husbandry Department and in charge 0/ the
bee/ cattle breeding and nutrition studies.
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B C R Advance A 16th, 4623943, donated to the college by Mrs. J. C. Morrill, owner, and
E. E. Leone, manager, of the Bear Claw Ranch, Dayton, Wyoming. This bull is sired by Advance A Domino a.n d is out of B C R Miss Advance A, the 1943 National Livestock Show
champion and half-sister of Advance Domino 3rd, senior herd sire at the college

Beef Cattle Purchased by Sears Roebuck Foundation
For the College
By LOUIS L. MADSEN

In July five heifers were purchased
from Fay F. DeBerard of Kremmling,
Colorado. Mr. DeBerard was the breed,
er of Advance Domino 3rd, the 1940
Denver cham pion and now senior herd
sire at the college. Two of the heifers
are sired by the 1946 International
Grand Cham pion, Royal H Domino
43rd, shown by Fred C. DeBerard, and
one heifer is a half-sister of this champion bull. The other two heifers are
by 0 J R Royal Seth and Advance
Domino 17th.
The final Hereford purchase was made
at the Ogden Livestock Show on Nov.
18, 1947, at which time Blue Bonnet Domino 108th was obtained from
W. ]. Largent of Merket Texas. This
outstanding young heifer was the cham-

pion female of the Intermountain Hereford sale cattle, and she is sired by the
youngest register of merit sire, C W
Prince Domino 21st. Competition was
keen for this heifer and she has recently been described as one of the
finest heifers ever sold at auction in
Utah. Her sire is rapidly gaining national recognition since out of his last
three calf crops, Mr. Largent has won
41 firsts, 12 seconds, 11 thirds, and 9
championships at nine major Hereford
shows.
The purchase of the e cattle has
greatly improved the cattle owned by
the college and through the beef cattle
improvement program, offspring of
these cattle will be te ted and made
a ailable to the cattlemen of Utah.
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